Toy Story 3
The toys are mistakenly delivered to a day care centre instead of the attic, right before
Andy leaves for college. It's up to Woody to convince the other toys that they weren't
abandoned and to return home.
The themes of the movie are friendship and supporting each other.
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The movie begins with the toys having an adventure
Shows an old recording of Andy playing with the toys.
The toys are using Andy's phone to bring him to the toy box. He retrieves his
phones and shuts the lid on them. Woody gathers the toys together to decide how
to be there for Andy. Andy is on his way to College and the toys see they are going
to be sent to the attic. They are worried they are being abandoned. They
remember those who have been lost along the way. Woody is being positive and
trying to reassure the others that they will all be ok. Buzz agrees that at least
they will all be together.
Andy's mum tries to sort out his room, deciding what gets packed away or thrown
out. Andy has a go at sorting them out, he puts most into a garbage bag and throws
Woody into a box for College. The toys are all in a garbage bag and Woody watches
as Andy's mum takes the bag outside.
The bags are placed in a garbage truck but they manage to escape and meet in the
garage. They jump into the box headed to the day care centre.
Toys arrive at the centre and are excited at first, all except Woody who is very
cautious
The toys are welcomed into the group with great examples of positive body
language. They are introduced to the bear Lots a Huggin. He explains that they will
always be played with, as the children leave, new ones come along. Woody is still
not keen. They are taken to the Caterpillar Room and Hug a Lot sets them up to be
played with by the Day Care children. Woody tells the toys they should go home,
they have a kid Andy, that's where they should be. Woody tries to get them to
leave together. He tells than they are being selfish by not wanting to go back to
Andy's house. Bullseye tries to follow Andy but Andy doesn't want him to be alone
in the attic.
Andy manages to escape out the window onto the roof but gets stuck in a tree and
is discovered by Bonny and placed in her bag.
The toys are excited by the thought of being played with again after so long. Then
they are attacked by a class full of small children. Buzz is able to see into the next
room where they are all calm. They were set up by Lots a Huggin.
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Woody is in Bonny's bedroom and the toys introduce themselves. Woody is
overwhelmed by their friendship.
Toys recover from the attack by the children and try to escape to the Butterfly
Room where the older children are. Buzz manages to get out of the Caterpillar
Room and ends up over a snack machine and looks in to find the toys playing cards
and talking about the new toys. They capture Buzz and send him to the Library.
Woody tries to escape from Bonny's room and explains the Andy is his owner not
Bonny.
Buzz is told he can stay in the Butterfly Room but not with his other toy friends.
He is put into the Time Out chair. Lots a Huggin removes his screws to put him
back into factory settings.
The other toys know something is wrong. Mrs Potato Head can see back in Andy's
room because her lost eye is still there .They realise Andy really wanted to keep
them and they try to plan how to leave the Centre. Buzz stops the escape because
he is back in factory settings. Mr Potato Head is sent to the box. The other toys
are locked up. Lots a Huggin speaks to them and says they have to behave
themselves and earn their dues.
Woody finds that the College is only around the corner and he plans to go there to
find Andy. The toys tell Woody about Sunnyside Day Care and how you can never
return from there. Lots a Huggin has control of all of the toys. He used to be a
loveable bear but when he was replaced by his owner he changed. He found
Sunnyside and took over.
The toys wake up in their cages and are returned to the Caterpillar Room and
Woody attempts to escape from Bonny's room and enters the Day Care Centre and
is helped by the toy phone who tells him about the Centre security.
The way out is to get rid of the security monkey.
Woody is reunited with the toys and they all apologise and plan to work together.
Mr Potato Head acts as a decoy and the others are able to climb from their cages.
Barbie cons Ken and Woody stops the monkey from seeing the others escape. They
are able to get the keys. The others trap Buzz. The escape begins.
They are found be Hug a Lot who tells them they were not wanted by Andy. Jessie
tells him they are not a family. Ken tells them it's Lots a Huggin who changed the
Centre.
Woody tries to save Lots a Huggin and they end up in a garbage truck. Buzz saves
Jessie and gets squashed by a tv.
Buzz is back to his normal self as they are their way to the garbage dump.
Woody saves Lots a Huggin again as they are headed to a furnace. Lots a Huggin
chooses not to save them when he has the chance.
The toys all join hands as they face their death in the furnace. The aliens come to
the rescue.
Lot a Huggin ends up stuck to the front of a garbage truck
The toys get a ride back to Andy's in a garbage truck and the toys climb back into
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his bedroom. The toys say goodbye to Woody and wish him well. Andy's Mum has
trouble saying goodbye to him.
Andy gives his toys to Bonny and tells her he needs someone really special to care
for them. He introduces them all to her telling her about each one, what makes
them special. Woody is in the bottom of the box and Andy makes the decision to
give her Andy too.
Andy waves goodbye to Bonny and the toys and says, “Thank”s and Woody says, “So
long partner”.

